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11 of 11 review helpful Aye Lass Cathy aye By Susan What could be better than curling up with a Cathy Lamb story 
set in Scotland my favorite country outside the U S entitled My Very Best Friend Not much I concluded when I 
reached the last page In fact I will go so far as to call this book extraordinary This is the story of four friends who are 
separated one by one Charlotte the author of quirky ro From a childhood friendship sustained over years and distance 
to a journey of discovery Cathy Lamb rsquo s poignant novel tells of two women whose paths converge with 
unforeseen results mdash and reveals the gift of connection and the challenges that can change everything for the 
better hellip nbsp Charlotte Mackintosh is an internationally known bestselling romance writer who has no romance 
and remains a mystery to her fans In fact she has OUTSTANDING PRAISE FOR CATHY LAMB AND HER 
NOVELS nbsp IF YOU COULD SEE WHAT I SEE ldquo Lamb rsquo s story is earnest heartwarming and at times 
heartbreaking rdquo RT Book s nbsp THE FIRST DAY 
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